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THE FFTF FUEL STORY 

Because of the broad range of informa~ion I have to cover.in a relatively 

short time, r•d like to confine my remarks to three area~. First, a very 
brief background of nuclear fuels as ~hey relate to FFTF, then focus in 
more specifically on our experience w1th the fuel for FFTF; and finally, 

discuss a few of the results of our extensive irradiatic~ test program . 
that gives us the high degree of contiG2ncP we have in this breeder fuel. 

~ The 1950s saw a broad spectrum of nuc·'ear fuel development. Uranium fuel 
was being developed for the power rea·:tor industry and plutonium was being 

seriously considered for advanced rea~tor applications. Plutonium was 
processed in a variety of fuel shapes for many applications. ~lutonium 

aluminum metal alloy was the basic ferd material and wa~ fabricated into 
small test foils, pins, rods, and plate elements. 

3 The early 1960s began the switch from'metal alloy fuel to oxide or ceramics 
fuel. The driving force behind this change in technology was to be able to 
operate fuel at higher temperatures, \'ith resultant inc~fases in specific 
power, and ultimately more economic electrical energy. 

4 Various ceramic fuel processes \'Jere developed, demonstrat.~d, and fuel for a 
variety of reactor core loadings w(ls -Fabricated during 1his period. 

5 Shortly after the mid-l960s, attenti~n began to turn tow3rd breeder reactor 
fuel, and by 1966 the decision was ma~e to select a driver fuel for FFTF 
that would also have direct application and benefit to th:::! overall breeder 

rea~tor program. Because of the phys~cs and operating requirements of FFTF 
and future commercial breeders, and t1 take advantage of the extensive fabri
cation and proven operating experien<~~ of the power reactor industry, the 
overwhelming choice for the FFTF core~ was a ceramic pell::!t fuel, fabricated 
from a mixture of uranium and plutoniPm oxide powders. 

To establish the technology base for the breeder reactor fuel and components, 
comprehensive development programs were conducted both in our national 
laboratories and in various commercial sectors. 
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6 The FFTF fuel process was developed at Hanford, and this early work led 

to the evolution of detailed standards and specifications for both the 
fuel and its associated components. 

7 Backed by demonstration fabri"cations .Jf several hundred fuel pins, and an 

extensive oxide fuel irradiation test;program, also comprising several hundred 

pins, the fuel process was ready to make the transition from laboratory to 
industry. 

To advance the fuel technology beyond the development stage did not simply 
entail telling a commercial supplier to llc:tnrt making pins 11

• Approximately 
five years were spent working closely with industry to 2ssure that the 

capability to fabricate breeder reactnr fuel, to the hig~~ quality level that 
was specified, would be available. 

8 To accomplish this objective, potenti~l fuel suppliers t0ok part in extensive 
prequalification and qualification fahrication programs during which time 
their laboratories, staff, process and product were subj~ct to detailed audits 

and evaluations. Demonstration fabrications of 200 and ·500 pins respectively 
were required during these phases of the program and the pi ris were eva 1 uated 
ingreat detail at Hanford. In addition, programs to qualify both the 
suppliers of the cladding tubes which enclose the fuel p~llets, and of the 
other fuel pin and assembly components, were conducted. 

9 The result of this approach is that i~ has been possible to procure all of 
the FFTF fuel and components under fixed~price contract!.~ Over 70,000 fuel 
p1ns, enough for over four FFTF core :oads, have now been commercially 
fabricated. 

10 Now, let's take a few moments for a closer look at the FFTF fuel itself-

what it's like, how it's made, and wh:!re we are. The F~TF fuel pin consists 
of an 8-foot long stainless steel clad tube which encloses a 3-foot long 
~.:olumn of fue1 pellets. 'lhe t·uel pellets provide the operating po\'Jer for 

FFTF, and the clad tube forms a sealed container which Er.closes the pellets 
to isolate them from the reactor coolant and keeps them in their proper position 

in the reactor core. The sealed clad tube also retain!; 1:he gases and other by

products that are natu)·ally ft,H"rned ir. the process of hurning the fue·l. 
-2- ' 



11 Each of the fuel pellets is smaller than a pencil eraser and on a full 

breeder cycle has energy equivalent to 12 barrels of oil or about three 
tons of coal. 

The fuel pins for FFTF have been fabricated commercially by two qualified 
suppliers, Kerr-McGee Corporation, in bklahoma, and the ~uclear Fuels Division 

of Babcock & Wilcox, in Penrisylvania. The initial 500 piris fabricated under. 
their contracts were rigorously inspe,:ted to assure com~liance with specifi
cations and additional processing was not permitted unti"i a release was 
obtained from Westinghouse Hanford. 

(Blank) The remaining pins fabricated in their plants have also met extensive quality 

control requirements, called out in tl'e specifications ard standards, prior 
to shipment to Hanford. To further a;sure product quality, and to provide 

12 

13 

14 

15 

an independent overcheck, full-time rfsident quality assurance inspectors, 
representing Westinghouse-Hanford, wer·e iu~~ted at the suppliers' plants 
during the procurement period. 

Once the pins are received at our labJratory~ they are again subjected to a 
detailed and rigorous quality overche~k. Some of these tests are run on 
each pin--a 100 percent inspection--other inspections ar~ done on a statistical 
sampling basis. If the samples indiCi!te a problem, a mure detailed inspection 
of the pins in that group is conducte1. I would like to highlight just a few 
of the major inspections which include: 

Chemical analysis of the fuel--to assure its purity a.nd conformance 
to specifications 

Dimensional and s11rf8ce inspections--to l/10,000 of an inch--for any 
scratches, dents, or marks outsid~ of specification 

Measurement and verification of the plutonium content and distribution 
within each pin--to assure that the pin will operate .uniformly and at 
the right power level · 

And, x-ray inspection of the pins--to confirm location of the components, 
again assure that the plutonium distribution is uniform, detect any 
foreign bodies, and identify any !)ellet chips or gap·; between pellets 
that exceed acceptable limits for:in-reactor operation 

The capabilities to perform several o·- these inspection5 are unique to 

our laboratory and go beyond the suppliers' current capabilities. In 
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addition to these nondestructive tests, randomly selected pins from 

production lots are disassembled and the pellets and other components 
submitted for various analyses. 

16 Each pin that satisfactorily passes the complete battery of quality overchecks 
ts certified for use in a FFTF fuel assembly. From its beginning as separate 
pieces of material until the fuel pi~ is ready for cert~fication, 350 
individual characteristics of the fue·l and components contained in that pin 
are inspected and tested. 

17 The fuel assembly serves to hold the fuel pins together· in their proper 
position in the reactor cor·e and dire•:ts the sodium coo·i<'.nt as it flows 
past the fuel pins. 

To form the fuel assembly, 217 of the certified fuel pins are assembled in 
~o~s containing from nine to 17 pins per row and are then arranged as a hex
agonal or six-sided bundle. This is Jone by attaching tlte pins at their lower 
end to the nosepiece of the assembly, and then bringing a duct or protective 
jacket, over the outside and sea~~~~ :the unit by weldins. As Ted Mangelsdorf 
mentioned earlier, 74 of these assemblies make up the optrating fuel core 
of FFTF. The total fuel core that will provide the 400 Million watts for 
this unique test reactor is only about the size of a large barrel and the 
total plutonium contained within it is about the volume of a wastebasket. 

18 The assembly process, like the pin process, was develop~d at Hanford and 
also includes a comprehensive series -:>f tests and inspec<:ions to certify 
the ·assembly for reactor use. 

19 These include a complete dimensional analysis using a conputer-controlled 
laser system. This provides us with detailed measuremelt information along 
the assembly•s ·length as well as on the degree of any bow, and twist in the 
asseu11J ly. To operate in the reactor for extended peri ot.1s, the avera 11 

dimensions of an assembly have to be ·carefully contr·olled. This allows for 
the dimensional changes that normally occur from the he~t and nuclear reactions 
while the assembly is in-reactor. As a result~ the assenbly can be easily 
removed at the end of its reactor lir.e and does not stick or bind in its 

position within the core. 
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20 \~e also perfo'(·m a flow test on each assembly. Air is blown through the 
assembly, first to be certain thert. is no flow blockcge, and second to 

verify the correct nosepiece--sine~ there are three designs--is matched 
to the assembly. 

21 Again, as in the case of the pins, once the entire series of tests has been 
' 

completed, the total data results ere reviewed and evaluated by a technical 
review board and, if the requiremeilts have been satisfactorily met, the 

assembly is certified. Each unit ~s then protectivel:' stored until needed 
at the reactor. 

I would like to mention two other systems before moving on to our support 
activities. 

22 I've talked a lot about inspections and tests which o+ course produce data-
lots of it. We have in place and a~e constantly addiny to it, computer 
capability for maintaining completE historical tracec.bility on all of the 
fuel and components. To emphasize what this means--wE: can take an assembly 

\ 

or pin and trace the history of a pellet or clad tube 1-ll the way back to 
the lot it came from, the day it was blended, or welded, what its test 
results were, etc.--complete traceai)ility on over 12 m-illion pellets and 
components. 

23 The second system is what we call gas tagging. Each pin in each assembly 
contains a specific mixture of two t•are gases which acts as a fingerprint 
to identify the individual assembly. 

In the event of a fuel pin failure, and I'll show you in a few moments what 
we know about pin failures and how they act, these gares escape to a detector 
in the reactor and identify which a!;sembly has a pin le.ak. This rapid 
identification allows the reactor operators to remove the assem~ly 1n 
minimum time instead of having to gu through a laborious search procedure 
under 16 feet of sodium. 

Sjnce reactor down-time, like power plant down-time, is extremely costly, 
this technique provides tremendous ~ost savings. What does all this effort 

24 add up to--what is the current stat~s of FFTF fuel? 
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Over. 70,000 pins have been commer~ially fabricated i.o specification 

The fuel assemblies for two compl~te cores have been fabricated 

Core 3 is 50 percent complete; an~ assembly of Core 4 fuel will begin 
in the· latter part of 1980 

·A few moments ago I mentioned what SOi'le people consider i.. no-no, a failed 
fuel pin. All sorts of opinions and conjecture as to what will happen if 

a pin fails have been put forth. I'm going to tell you what does happen 
because we've built pins to deliberately fail and we've deliberately run 
good pt.ns until they did fail. Before getting to this :;ubject, however, I 
wtiuld like to share with you briefly why we have the high degree of confidence 
that we do in the FFTF fuel . 

25 In addition to the fabrication controls and inspections I've been discussing, 
we have at. the same time conducted a ;nassive irradiation test prog.ram for the 

past decade--over 2800 pins have beer tested in various reactors to 
evaluate the FFTF fuel design. 

Ild like to make several points: 

26 · 'Fit~t: .The FFTF pin~ are designed tu operate at a max1mum power level of 

12 kilowatts per foot of length--we l~ave repeatedly subjected FFTF test pins 
to_po~t/er transients or bursts of powet' up to 200 kilowat?:s per foot, over 

· ·15.ti~~~:op~t~ti~~-l~Vel, to evaluatE material and fuel ~ehavior under these 
·conditions. 

The results of these tests show tiac1t ,nur design is conservative and that. 
we have an additional built-in safety margin beyond the designed value. 

27 Second:· The maximum design fuel lifP.time for FFTF fuel is 80,000 MWD/Tonne-
don•t worry about the term MWD/Tonne. Let's just look :;t the slide and I think 

the message will come through. We h~·ve run a large numb~r of pins to 80,000 
MWD/T so we know they will go there--

'28 But we went beyond this and have run about 1300 pins up to 150,000 MWD/T, 

or about twice their maximum reactor,life. (If· your car was designed to 
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go 80,000 mnes--we've tested it to 150,000 miles witllc.ut problems.) 
As this figure shows, many of the ·higher burnup pins were also run at 

higher temperatures--a dual success. 

29 I really want to spend a few moments on this next cha1t because it 

illustrates a key poi~t in our irractiation test prograffi. Namely, we have 
established very conservative limits, in our ~pecifications, on how much 
variation is allowed on characteris~ics that can affect the performance of· 
the fuel pins. These limits are represented in violet for a number of 
characteristics. However, in our i1radiation test program we have deliberately 
varied these characteristics far beyond what is allowed on ~andard FFTF 
fuel pins. For example, the thickness of the clad tub~! is allowed to vary 
by about five percent on standard FFTF fue 1 pins. vJe lnve conducted 
irradiation test~ on pins with the clad tube thickness ranging from 67 
percent to 200 percent of the normal thickness. This approach has been 

used for testing·many of the key fu~l pin characteristics and allows us to 
establish the degree of conservati sr,! provided by our speci fi cations. 

30 Another extremely important point to emphasize is that ~lthough many of 
the test pins were built at Hanford to FFTF specificati~ns, bo~h'Kerr-McGee 
and Babcock & .Wilcox fuel has been included in our test program--so we 
nlready know how it behaves and that it fits within the. limits of our test 
experience. 

31 With these facts as background, let's now look at fuel pin failures--both 
deliberately defected pins and others that we've run tc failure. What do 
we find happens? To greatly simplify the answer, basically nothing--no 

' 
catastrophic failure with explosion or other sudden release of energy, no 
spread of failure from pin to pin--no massive rupture. 

Most of the failures we find--and we !-),:"~ an extremely difficult time 
locating some of them--are microscopic pinholes where a path has opened 

up along cladding grain boundaries a~ seen in this figure. In those pins 
where we have found the cla~ actuallJ split, there is very little inter
action with the sodium coolant and ec;sentially no fuel ,Jashout. Any fission 

gases released by the pins are retair".ed within a compart,nent above the 
reactor core and are ch·culated throt•gh special filter beds to remove the 
fission products. 
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32 And so our confidence in the quality c•f this fuel remains high because of: 

33 

Satisfactory performance und;;::-- transient conditions 

Irradiation of fuel beyond FFTF lifetime limits 

Successful operation of vendor-su~plied pins 

Test of criteria far beyond FFTF specifications 

Benign failure history 

Conservative base design 

34 Before summar1z1ng all this, there is one other subject should mention-
the use of fuel pins for special test·ing purposes. During the initial 
start-up of FFTF, there will be a number of special fuel assemblies in the 
core, some of which will be used for ~hysics measurements. These will be 
in the reactor a very short time--nin.: days rather than the 280 days that 
most FFTF fuel will be in the reactor. Because of this 1/ery short time in
reactor, we are able to SJ.ve taxpayer dollars by using pin:; that are fully 
satisfactory for these short term tests but which do not ~eet.all of the 
specifications for unrestricted reactor use. The principal difference 

. between these special test pins and standard FFTF pins i.; the presence of 
small.imperfections in the clad tube surface, as shown in the slide. 

~-Je have already evaluated pins with tt,ese types of imperfections in our 
irradiation test program and found th1t they performed satisfactorily, up 
to full FFTF design lif~time. Howeve~, as an extra degr~e of conservatism, 
we have selected pins with these impet··fections for use ir1 these short term 
tests only. 

35 In summary, the use of plutonium and the fabrication of ~lutonium fuel is 
not new technology. FFTF fuel is bas£d on: 

30-plus years of plutonium fuel e~perience in the U.S. 

14-plus years of testing in domestic reactors 
'·· Operating fast reactor experience .~ U.~., Britain, France and Japan 
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36 Th.e fuel for FFTF s without exception the best characterized fuel to 
ever go into a reactor. And we are ~ot done yet--the fu~l that comes 
out of the reactor and the test fue 1 !:hat we run wi 11 be ex ami ried in 
great detail to further broaden our technology base and provide a higher 
performance, more economic breeder fu~l for the future--and after all, 
that•s really what FFTF is all about. 
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